
FRENCH AND HAITIAN REVOLUTION ESSAY

The influence of the French and Haitian revolutions on slave resistance is The rÃ©volution in Saint Domingue â€” called
hÃ¨re the Haitian RÃ©volution , ; H. Aptheker, Essays in the History of the American Negro, New York, , pp.

A well-known example is Jamaica's Maroon War of  The next social classes were the Mestizo and the
Mulattoes, who were half European and half Native American or African. One of the wealthiest European
outposts in the New World, the Caribbean island's western third had some of the largest and most brutal slave
plantations. The overwhelming gap between the political and economic power of the high and low classes
caused resentment in both societies. Directly under the Peninsulares in the social class system were the
Creoles. From there, the 3rd estate moved forward in taking the country. The large economic strain on France
caused heavy taxation of the bottom social class. The writer of this article was named David Brion Davis, and
in this article it explains that he had a third installment in trilogy Therefore, the slaves took advantage of this
opportunity to start the Haitian Revolution. In the end, they had succeeded in ending slavery and French
control on the colony. After the downfall of the monarchy in August , Robespierre was elected first deputy for
Paris to the National Convention. The king was executed in January  In other words, the crucial change came
about, not among the slaves, but in the colonizing power. Throughout his years in power, he worked to
improve the economy and security of Saint Domingue. The Haitian Revolution consisted of multiple
revolutions going simultaneously. During the time of this rebellion, slavery was a large institution throughout
the Caribbean. The Haitian social class system was particularly stratified because it was based on race. A
revolution occurs when change is desired by people who were mistreated and for this reason, the French and
Haitian revolution occurred, leading to many different governmental changes such as the first republic of
France and the rule of Napoleon, and the free republic and independent nation established by Haiti. Another
category of presumptive Franco-Haitian influence is provided by those revolts and conspiracies in Spanish and
British colonies that involved blacks with French names. While the Haitian and French revolutions took place
in close proximity to one another, the cause for the revolutions and results were quite different. Slave laborers
cultivated sugar, coffee, indigo, and cotton, and they endured horrible death rates, requiring constant infusions
of slaves from Africa. First, there are those where French of Haitians furnished direct assistance and were
physically involved themselves. Popkin, Jeremy D.. In so doing, it posed an additional threat to New World
slavery, presenting close to home a gory and destructive spectacle of self- liberation, first by the colony's free
colored community, and then by its slaves. Charles Alexandre de Calonne, the Controller-General of Finances
in attempted to fix the money problem but his ideas on reform offended the French Parliament so much that
Louis XVI was forced to dismiss him. The Convention declared a policy of terror against rebels or anyone
who disagreed with them. The King demanded great sums to provide armies for his wars, to surround himself
with a brilliant and luxurious Court, to defray the expenses of government. It is the Haitian Revolution, which
is the only successful slave revolt in history. The lowest class of each society realized their strength in
numbers and passion for their cause. The people in France and Haiti wanted a new government in the form of
a democracy. Before the French revolution, the masters were, first of all, the King; after him, the nobles and
clergy. King Louis XIV of France, for instance, taxed the lower class of France, in order to construct his
palace, the Palace of Versailles, which depicted his power and authority. However Napoleon treated the
people with more equality and tried to compensate the third estate for their loss. The crowd besieged the
palace and in a dramatic and violent confrontation they successfully pressed their demands upon King Louis
XVI.


